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Chapter 1 : 5 ordinary places in Leicestershire where extraordinary events took place - Leicestershire Live
Extraordinary Events combines creativity, innovation and logistics to deliver award winning experiential and strategic
special event planning, corporate meetings, general sessions, galas, awards ceremonies, incentive programs and
experiences with measurable results. 30 years as leaders of the events industry gives buying power for headline
entertainment, specialty acts and dynamic speakers.

Excel Master and Nerd Oreo Cookie Special Edition Connoisseur With childhood memories steeped in
spending time with family and friends creating memorable moments or on holidays, and a love of celebrations
for no reason at all, a career in events seemed a natural fit for Anna. Fast forward to and her education plus her
years of experience in the entertainment and tourism industries have turned into a successful career in special
events. Most recently, Anna lead the on-site production team that produced several commercial property grand
openings, general sessions and business meetings for Fortune companies, as well as a product launch for an
international beauty company with multiple experiential activations. She loves a good challenge and is always
up for a new experience to enhance her skills and knowledge to grow and learn. With great critical thinking
abilities, a commitment to excellence and an incredible work ethic, Anna is a positive force who contributes
greatly to the EE team. CFO Brad Dawson Brad loves to come off like Yosemite Sam, but he has a tender and
generous heart His first job was delivering papers One would never guess that he is an orchid whisperer and an
avid cinematic critic with a deep love of movies and theatrical productions, but he is. CPA, bean counter, and
keeper of all things financial for the company, Brad brings over 36 years of experience to his work with EE.
Earning his degree in Accounting in , Brad became a partner in a local accounting firm before leaving to start
his own business. Brad is the one that keeps the checks and balances all making sense. We love Brad and rely
heavily on his knowledge, accuracy and eye for detail to keep us adding check marks to the win column. With
a degree in Hospitality and Tourism Management with an Emphasis in Meetings and Events and vast industry
experience to back her education, Brittany took her talents and passion to the production team here at EE.
Bringing an idea to life while bringing joy to the hearts of all those she is able to touch along the way was the
underlying reason that she was drawn to the event industry. Most would describe her as a steadfast,
determined, can-do, go-getter with the ability to liven up the room with her aura of positivity. With extensive
leadership involvement in organizations like the National Society of Minorities in Hospitality, Brittany
continues to give back to her surrounding community while making a difference in the best way she knows
how. A travel junkie, retired basketball star and wannabe surfer chick, her unique mix of determination and
fun brings an x-factor to the EE team. Account Executive Exercise fanatic that thinks that running the Culver
City Stairs is pure fun Would love to sit down and chat with Michelle Obama Candice Moore is someone who
understands how to match people with experiences that will help them grow both personally and
professionally. As the newest Account Executive to join the Extraordinary Events team, she brings an
excellent understanding of people and business, and also a unique talent and experience in building impressive
client bases. At EE, she is focusing on identifying valuable opportunities to help her clients achieve impactful
live experiences. With a professional background in the multi-faceted world of Media, Candice has won
several awards for consistently exceeding goals. Candice achieved her reputation as a savvy and strategic
collaborator with her clientele through personally constructed campaigns that translated into significant results
and revenue for her customers. Instead, we at EE are happy to have her as a part of our administrative and
marketing teams. With an affinity for organization, sharp wit and a natural talent for communications, she is a
fun and valuable part of the EE team. Danielle also finds time to give back by volunteering her time at Our
House Grief Support Center for families, and Operation Gratitude, a non-profit organization that sends Care
Packages filled with entertainment, hygiene, handmade items, non-perishable snacks, and personal letters of
appreciation to U. Director of Production Services Avid SpaceX geek and amateur futurist Prima Ballerina
who can dance on the floor or the ceiling With a curious mind for exploration and figuring out solutions
matched with artistic capability, Flo brings great depth to the team at Extraordinary Events. She is a
powerhouse in technology and design. Bringing that talent to the arena of live event production, Flo easily
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found her niche and a passion for bringing creative vision to life with an artistic touch. She has handled many
different event types including celebrations for 50,, high-end product launches, international multiple day
incentive trips and complex citywide conventions. As a native Parisian and true bilingual citizen of the world
with immediate family in Asia, Europe and North America, Flo keeps up with cultural trends throughout the
world and brings a touch of international flavor to the programs she produces. She is passionate about dance,
technology, science and the future. It would not surprise us one bit if one day Flo was a volunteer astronaut on
a SpaceX rocket. Director of Business Development Enjoys hiking in climates with no snakes. Her personal
involvement and relationship with each client has paved the way to her success with clients returning year
after year. Not only interested in career, Jenna has also been actively involved in her local community as a
Board Member and Committee Chair. Office Manager Loves cake. Lots and lots of cake She is passionate
about fashion and motherhood With a degree in Business Management, Meg is the gatekeeper for Andrea
Michaels and the office manager at Extraordinary Events. Girl Friday is the best way to describe Meg. From
organizing calendars to preparing contracts, invoices, and making travel arrangements, Meg knows a little
about an awful lot and is integral to the success of the team. She is involved with Oasis L. Account Executive
Rick Turner If he could change the world, he would lower the volume on everything. People are too fast paced
and immersed in too much information. Shoes, shoes and more shoes! A people person and a consummate
sales professional, Rick enjoys the thrill of the chase. He is committed to offering the Midwest region a new
option for creative live and experiential events. Armed with an eye for providing innovative solutions and a
fearless never quit attitude Rick is opening doors to new business for EE. He is also a graduate of the
Pennsylvania Institute of Culinary Arts. Moyte worked as Vice President of Production and Business
Development for Extraordinary Events for 17 years prior to before returning as an executive consultant in
early Her expertise in events range from concept and strategy to design, production, team management,
scripting and content development, show production and onsite activation of projects. With a passion for
communication and live experiences, Ruth brings a special perspective to every project she takes on. Carrying
over his talent to events, his extensive knowledge and experience in all things logistical allows him to excel in
both complicated and large-scale event design and budgeting. Taylor has worked around the world producing
award-winning events including public festivals, retail outlet grand openings, fashion shows, award
ceremonies and international media launches including several multi-city tours for automotive clients. He has
extensive knowledge of the music industry and has produced a multitude of headlining artists for both public
and private events. He also enjoys helping the homeless through a variety of different projects and
organizations.
Chapter 2 : Table of Contents: Ordinary reactions to extraordinary events /
leading line 'Ordinary places, extraordinary events' is also meant to be read in its different permutations of words, as
follows: 'Ordinary events, extraordinary places', and 'Ordinary-extraordinary, places-events'.

Chapter 3 : "Prologue: Ordinary Places, Extraordinary Events" by Clara Irazabal
Ordinary Places, Extraordinary Events iii Ordinary Places, Extraordinary Events Citizenship, Democracy and Public
Space in Latin America edited by.

Chapter 4 : Events & News â€“ Extraâ€¢Ordinary People
Get this from a library! Ordinary place/extraordinary events: democracy, citizenship, and public space in latin america.

Chapter 5 : Extraâ€¢Ordinary People
The Plaza De Bolivar In Bogota: Place of Singularity, Multiplicity of Events Part 2: Place, Citizenships and Nationhoods:
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Singularity of Place, Multiplicity of Projects 7. Space, Revolution, and Resistance: Ordinary Places and Extraordinary
Events in Caracas 8.

Chapter 6 : Ordinary Time - Wikipedia
The world is our office place. We say that because our standing in the industry, exceptional research department, and
many years of global experience, allows us to resource locations, entertainment, decor, transportation, and speakers,
whatever you may need.

Chapter 7 : Extraordinary Events - Event Production and Management
Joo Chiat Place Singapore contact@blog.quintoapp.com +65

Chapter 8 : Ordinary Places/Extraordinary Events | blog.quintoapp.com
Get this from a library! Ordinary places, extraordinary events: citizenship, democracy and public space in Latin America.
[Clara IrazÃ¡bal;] -- This volume explores the way that ordinary places are used and transformed in the minds of
ordinary people involved in extraordinary, history-making events.

Chapter 9 : Extraordinary Synonyms, Extraordinary Antonyms | blog.quintoapp.com
Extraordinary People Limited (EPL) is a registered Charity established in July to support every person with special
needs in Singapore through community-supported initiatives. We enable and support children and youth with special
needs, striving for an inclusive society.
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